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Mission Statement & Introduction 
Beau Institute of Permanent and Corrective Cosmetics is 
deeply committed to this profession and has built a solid 
reputation for continued support to all practitioners. Beau 
Institute’s mission is to continue this support via our 
continuing education and the finest line of products. 
Safety and ease remain our focus for our practitioners 

Your success is our only goal! 
Beau Institute has been servicing practitioners since 1990 
with outstanding products and supplies. From the finest 
digital equipment to the outstanding line of FaceInks® 
pigments, Beau Institute remains in the forefront of 
respected names in the permanent makeup world. 
Here, at Beau Institute, we listen to our practitioners 
requests and needs and have developed the superior 
line of FaceInks® Pigments to be the easiest and most 
predictable line of colors on the market today. FaceInks® 
is perfectly streamlined to insure quick, easy and 
predictable formulas that allow practitioners the control 
they deserve in a color line. Each shade is accompanied 
by a description of the color and the coloring of  
the person who would wear it best. This detailed 
information makes color selection so simple, allowing 
the practitioner to feel confident in predicting the healed 
results. Have a difficult case or color correction, just 
email a photo and our highly trained technical support 
team will provide you with a quick response. 

Beau Institute carries a full line of the most effective 
topical anesthetics that are used by Rose Marie 
Beauchemin-Verzella, her trainers and practitioners, 
every day. 
We specialize in training, our instructors are certified 
and our curriculum and both AAM and SPCP approved. 
We also offer continuing education in either a group or 
private setting that will be customized to your needs. 
Whether it is one particular procedure you  
are struggling with or wish to branch out into areola 
complex tattooing, we are committed to giving you 
the confidence you are looking for. 
Please free to contact us with any questions or to 
visit our website for more information. You can order 
24/7 at on online store. We look forward to servicing 
all you permanent cosmetics needs. 

Warmly, 

Rose Marie Beauchemin-Verzella 
and the Beau Institute Team 
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  Beau Inks has a unique philosophy and

that is to simplify your color collection 

with precise colors that will allow you to 

make color  selection  easier  than  ever. 

This specially formulated pigment line is 

predictable and dependable, giving you the 

confidence and control you have been 

searching for. Beau Inks® concise selection of

pigment shades encompass every color you 

will ever need for every complexion you 

could possibly encounter. All ethnicities are 

included, so there is no need to purchase a 

line of colors for specific types of ethnic 

skin. Simple and concise are the keys to 

what make Beau Inks® a most popular

pigment line, worldwide. 

How to Use This Chart 

This new Beau Inks® color chart has been

written and designed to help you 

make your color selection with ease and 

clarity. Simply hold the pigment colors 

alongside your client’s face, and you can 

instantly see and eliminate the colors that 

don’t work. Look at the remaining options 

and eliminate further or place them on 

your client’s skin to help you make your 

decision. Don’t for get to add a warming 

color and then test color again on your 

client’s skin, allow it to dry, and then make 

your final decision. 

This new Beau Inks® color chart also

contains extensive color theory and color 

correction information, including my 

favorite formulas as well ask some guest 

practitioners’ favorites. Enjoy our new 

layout; and as always, we  welcome your 

feedback on  Beau Inks.

Color Theory Tips 

Another great tool to use for selecting 

pigment colors for your clients is to 

identify where they are on the Fitzpatrick 

Scale. The Fitzpatrick Scale simply ranges from 

1 to 6, #1 being Nicole Kidman’s 

complexion and #6 being Whoopie 

Goldberg’s. So, the scale of 1 to 6 simply 

describes the depth of color or melanin in 

the skin, from very light to very dark. On 

the Beau Inks® color chart, you will find that

each pigment color suggests the various 

levels on the Fitzpatrick Scale that are best 

suited. 

In the world of permanent makeup, we 

can utilize Dr. Fitzpatrick’s scale to 

describe the amount of blue or melanin in 

the skin, since the more color or melanin in 

the skin, we can safely assume more blue in 

the skin. And, the more 

blue or melanin in the skin, the more 

warmth must be added to the formula to 

prevent the healed result from appearing 

ashy (blue or gray). This could mean adding 

one small drop of Butterscotch to achieve 

the most gorgeous and perfect eyebrows, 

rather than a much less appealing grayish 

color that would result without adding 

warmth. 

I consider adding a drop of warmth to 

my eyebrow pigments to be a drop of 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

Remember… The more color in the skin, 

the more BLUE! 

Remember… Always place the color 

or formula on the client/ patient’s 

skin and allow it to dry to 

determine if it requires warming up and 

how much warmth. 

Remember… All dark brown shades will 

heal cool, unless you add some 

additional warmth to them. Dark and 

warm is impossible to achieve without 

additional warmth, even if the color has 

a warm base. Adding Butterscotch, 

Henna or Cocoa will allow the darkest 

browns to heal with warmth. 

Remember… Pigment colors tattooed 

with smaller round needle groups as 

well as flats and slopes will heal cooler 

and darker than colors tattooed with 

larger round needle groups or 

magnums. 

insurance. It can always be eliminated on 

the touch-up visit if it isn’t needed. I 

believe it’s best to err on the warm side 

rather than cool, since it’s much easier to 

cool down with a taupe than to warm up 

with a corrective formula. 

Now, you must also consider the hidden 

factors that reflect in the healed result of 

your procedures and that is ethnicity. 

You must ask! If you have a client who is a 

Fitzpatrick 2 but record “Latino” on 

their intake, you’ll have more blue in 

your healed result. I ask my clients to 

describe their parents. If one is fair and 

the other darker, I always mix my 

formula with their darker parent in mind. 

Pigment color selection + Client complexion + Ethnicity = Outcome 

 Always place eyebrow pigment
or formula on the skin and allow
it to dry to be sure it doesn’t
appear ashy. If it does, add an
additional drop or more of
warming shade like Butternut,
Butterscotch, Henna or Cocoa.

 

 Taupe shades are considered neutral since

they are lacking red tones. They work well on

both warm and cool complexions.

 Be sure to add a drop or two of Butterscotch

(insurance) to Taupe shades to avoid any

possibility of them healing 

with ashy or grayish tones that Taupe’s can 

produce in some complexions. Be sure to mix 

your formula and place it on your client’s 

forehead and allow it to dry to be sure it is 

your desired color but a shade or two darker.
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Eyebrow Pigments 
Always place eyebrow pigment or formula on the skin and allow it to dry to be sure it doesn’t appear ashy. If it 
does, add an additional drop or more of warming shade like Butternut, Butterscotch, Henna or Cocoa. 

Taupe shades are considered neutral since they are lacking red tones. They work well on both warm and cool 
complexions. 

Be sure to add a drop or two of Butterscotch (insurance) to Taupe shades to avoid any possibility of them 
healing with ashy or grayish tones that Taupe’s can produce in some complexions. 

Be sure to mix your formula and place it on your client’s forehead and allow it to dry to be sure it is your desired 
color but a shade or two darker. 

Taupe Shades  

605 Sandy Blonde  $30.00 Neutral Fitzpatrick 1 
• Lightest taupe pigment. For the fairest of blondes or fairest gray haired women with

the fairest complexions.
• Warm with small drop of Butternut or use straight for a very light taupe shade. If

color heals too warm: eliminate Butternut. If color heals too light add Biscotti

229 Biscotti  $30.00 Neutral Base Fitzpatrick 1-2 
• Light taupe for blondes, with a hint of gold but darker than Sandy Blonde.
• Great for blondes and gray haired women. Add a small drop of Butterscotch
• or Butternut to warm If color heals too warm: eliminate Butternut or
• Butterscotch. If color heals too light: add Bamboo Blonde

610 Bamboo Blonde  $30.00 Neutral / Cool Fitzpatrick 1-2-3 
• Great for light to mid-range blondes shade as well as grey or silver clients.
• Lighten with Sandy Blonde or Biscotti.

Warm with a drop or two of Butterscotch for a beautiful taupe blonde shade.
• I don’t use this straight unless I am correcting an orange eyebrow or if I want the ash

tone for a silver haired woman.
• If color heals too cool, add more Butterscotch
• If color heals too warm: eliminate or add less Butterscotch
620 Mesquite  $30.00 Neutral / Cool Base Fitzpatrick 2-3 
• Great for darker blondes as well as light to mid-range brunettes
• Mid-range taupe brown. Mesquite is a strong taupe so be sure to warm it up.
• Add 1-2 drops of Butterscotch to maintain neutrality.
• Lighten with Biscotti or Sandy Brown
• Darken with Chocolate Mousse
• If color heals too cool: add more Butterscotch
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Eyebrow Pigments Taupe Shades Continued... 
650  Soft Ash  $30.00 Neutral / Cool Base Fitzpatrick 2-3-4 
• Great for mid-range brunettes, Asians and lighter olive tones or salt and better

hair clients
• Lighten with Biscotti, sandy blonde or bamboo blonde
• Darken with Chocolate Mousse
• To heal more neutral, add 1-3 drops of Butterscotch. Can be used to

correct orange residuals in eyebrows.
• If color heals too cool: add more Butterscotch
660 Milk Chocolate  $30.00 Neutral / Cool Base Fitzpatrick 1-2-3 
• A taupe with some cool gold tones or when warmed, a midrange golden brown
• Used straight it will produce a taupe
• I prefer to warm it up with a small drop of Butterscotch
• If color heals too warm, eliminate or reduce Butterscotch.
• If color heals too cool, increase Butterscotch
• Add Goldfinch and you will have my favorite corrector color for purple or mauve eyebrows.
670 Chocolate Mousse  $30.00 Neutral Base Fitzpatrick 2-3-4-5 
• Medium, neutral brown. Warm it up with 1 to 3 drops of Butterscotch.
• Lighten with Milk Chocolate.
• Add a few drops of Henna for Auburn tones or Cocoa for a deeper Auburn.
• If color heals too warm: eliminate or reduce Butterscotch
• If color heals too cool: increase the warmth with Butterscotch. Henna or Cocoa.
174 Chocolate Fudge  $30.00 Neutral Base 
• Similar to Chocolate Mousse (a medium brunette) but with more of a neutral,

taupe undertone.
• If too light, add Truffle or Coffee Bean.
• If too dark, add Milk Chocolate. Use Butterscotch, Henna, Cocoa or Cherry Cola to add warmth.
• Great color for Microblading.
680 Nubian  $30.00 Cool Base Fitzpatrick 3-4-5-6 
• Perfect sheer shade for darker brunettes that are not looking for density in color
• This is the only sheer color in the Face Inks pigment line. It’s great for those with fair skin

and dark hair. Heals more like a soft wash of color.
• To prevent ashy tones warm with a little Butterscotch. Can be lightened with Hersey Kiss.
• If color heals too warm: eliminate or reduce Butterscotch
• If color heals too cool: increase Butterscotch.
• Henna or Cocoa can be added if more red tones are desired.
700 Coffee Bean  $30.00 Cool Base Fitzpatrick 3-4-5-6 
• Great Dark Brown Shade - Our deepest cool brown.
• Warm it up with Butterscotch, Cocoa, or Henna. It is also a great eyeliner shade.
• I often mix half and half with Cocoa for darker complexions and it heals beautifully.
• If color heals too warm: eliminate or reduce Butterscotch, Cocoa, or Henna.
• If color heals too cool: increase Butterscotch. Henna

When using Nubian and Coffee Bean, be sure to warm them with Henna or Cocoa. Again, smear the formula onto 
your client’s forehead and allow to dry to be sure you are seeing your desired color. 
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Eyebrow Pigments Warm Eyebrow Pigments 
615  Moccasin  $30.00 Warm Base Fitzpatrick 1-2 
• Light, warm brown with both gold and red tones.
• Can be used straight on Fitzpatrick 1-2.
• For Strawberry Blonde, add 1 to 2 drops of Henna and eliminate the Butterscotch.
• If color heals too warm: eliminate or use less Butterscotch

630 Sandalwood  $30.00 Warm Base Fitzpatrick 2-3-4 
• Mid-range warm brown with both gold and red tones.
• Great for warm brunettes and redheads.

690 Cocoa  $30.00 Warm Base Fitzpatrick 3-4-5-6 
• Deep Mahogany Auburn that can be added to other browns to create auburn tones.
• Can be used straight for darker skin tones

227 Cherry Cola  $30.00 Warm Base Fitzpatrick 2-4 
• Deep warm-based brown.
• Warm with Butterscotch, Cocoa or Henna to maintain warmth.
• If used straight, it will heal with more taupe.

208  Truffle  $30.00 Warm Base Fitzpatrick 3-6 
• Deepest warm-based brown.
• Warm with Cocoa or Henna to maintain warmth.
• If used straight, it will heal with more taupe.
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Corrective Colors 
When I am correcting eyebrows, I use a 5-Shader to tattoo the corrective color and I don’t place it deeply.  
If color is placed too deeply, you will not get the full benefits of the correction. I will use a 5-Shader or 7-Liner for lip 
corrections. 

• Remember…smear the corrective formula over the area you are correcting or camouflaging and allow it to
dry. Do not proceed with the tattooing until you can see the color you want.

110 Goldfinch  $30.00 Cool Base 
• Strong Green-yellow base.
• Choose a taupe brow shade and add 1 to 3 drops of Goldfinch to correct and

counter salmon or mauve residuals.
• Milk Chocolate and Goldfinch are also a powerful purple eyebrow corrector.

  182   Sunflower  $30.00 
• Lightens and warms most FI brow shades. Also, Sunflower is a great corrector color and can

be used to lighten and warms dark hair strokes made by machine or microblade.
• Can be mixed with other warming colors if needed for correction.

   Purple Neutralizer  $30.00 Cool Base 
• Now in one bottle, you can correct purple residuals in eyebrows. Our New Purple

Neutralizer can be used straight or added to a color (such as Milk Chocolate) to
both correct and prevent the return of purple or mauve brows.

140 Banana Crème  $30.00 Neutral Base  
• A drop or two is great for lightening any brow shade. A must have!
• Also used in scar camouflage for a Fitzpatrick 1-2

115   Butternut  $30.00 Warm Base  
• 1 to 4 drops can be used to either lighten or warm light to medium brow shades to

prevent ashy or gray tones.
• To correct light gray eyebrows choose a warm brow shade and add Butternut.
• For darker gray eyebrows, mix with Butterscotch.
• It is a great anti-graying formula with more gold and less orange than Butterscotch.
• Also used in scar camouflage for a Fitzpatrick 1-3
120   Butterscotch  $30.00 Warm Base  
• 1 to 4 drops can be used to either lighten or warm medium to darker brow shades. It is

my insurance drop in my brow shades.
• To correct dark gray eyebrows, I mix Butterscotch and Henna and using a 5-Shader

to go over the dark gray.
• Butterscotch is more orange than Butternut.

640   Henna  $30.00 Warm Base 
• Light, bright auburn shade.
• Add to brown shades to create auburn tones.
• Great correction color for dark gray or blue eyebrows.
• Only use straight over darker gray or blue eyebrows for correction.

181 
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Corrective Colors Continued 
172   Blue Black Corrector   $30.00 
• Lightens jet black eyebrows or eyeliner that have turned blue. It can also be mixed

with Butterscotch for a lighter shade of correction.

125  Pumpkin  $30.00 Warm Base  
• Pumpkin is a great orange shade to add for insurance against bluing in the lips.
• It’s also a great corrective color for blue, purple or black lips.

510  New Pumpkin  $30.00 Warm Base  
• Stronger and brighter than Pumpkin.
• Great to add to darker lips to prevent bluing.
• Also, a great corrector for blue, purple or black lips.

350  Soft Ash  $30.00 Cool Base  
• Medium taupe shade without warmth.
• Great for cooling down orange, coral or shrimp colored eyebrows

520  White  $30.00  
• Use conservatively on extreme cases to camouflage red or purple scars on

Fitzpatrick 1-2.
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Lip Shades  We've added NEW Super Concentrated Lip Shades 

Beau Inks has created a Beau Blue Indicator Scale (BBI) for Lips that simply ranges from 1-6 much like the 
Fitzpatrick Scale. A BBI 1 would describe very pale lips with very little color or blue and a BBI 6 would indicate very 
deeply pigmented lips. Remember; always view lips separately from one’s complexion. A woman’s complexion 
may be a #1 on the Fitzpatrick Scale but her lips can be a deep BBI 4 or greater, having a great degree of blue. 
Always, see them separately. 

The suggestion for the use of these colors regarding the Fitzpatrick Scale describes how the person’s 
complexion will look in the color. The BBI describes the degree of blue in the lips. Be sure to add New Pumpkin 
when using any deep shade or when lips are a BBI 2 or greater on the Beau Blue Indicator Scale. 

Always pre-mix your color and spread it over the actual lip tissue and wait for it to dry. This allows you to see how your color 
will mix with the degree of blue in the lips and prompt you on how much New Pumpkin to add. My theory has always been to 
add Pumpkin just to be safe and eliminate it on the touch up visit if I didn’t need it. Lips that heal a bit too light or too warm are 
easy to deepen or cool... lips that heal too blue require a color correction. 

NEW Pumpkin is recommended to warm these NEW shades since they are much more intense and New 
Pumpkin is brighter and stronger to keep these colors true. 

Neutral/Earthy Series 
500 Burnt Rose  $30.00 BBI 1-4 

• A deep brownish red. Can be used on both warm and cool complexions.
• A great liner for olive skin tones and blends beautifully with the natural lip color.
• Can be softened with Naked or deepened with Brown Sugar.

503 Brown Sugar  $30.00 BBI 2-4 

• A rich brown shade with a warm base that can be used on both warm and
cool complexions.

• Can also be added to other shades, including those in the Neutral/Earthy Series, the Tropical
Series, Roses and Reds and the Coral to deepen them and lend a earthier look.

• Be sure to add New Pumpkin to this shade.

506 Plumberry  $30.00 BBI 1-4 
• 1 to 4 drops can be used to either lighten or warm light to medium brow shades to

prevent ashy or gray tones.
• To correct light gray eyebrows choose a warm brow shade and add Butternut.
• For darker gray eyebrows, mix with Butterscotch.
• It is a great anti-graying formula with more gold and less orange than Butterscotch.
• Also used in scar camouflage for a Fitzpatrick 1-3

507 Java Mauve  $30.00 BBI 2-4 
• Deeper and a bit cooler than Naked. Can be used on both warm and cool complexions.

• Can be lightened and softened with Naked and deepened with Java Mauve,
Burnt Rose or Brown Sugar.
Can also be used to intensify and neutralize the Roses and Reds Series. Always check
the amount of blue in the lip to decide if New Pumpkin is required when using
Plumberry.
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Neutral/Earthy Series Cont... 
509 Naked  $30.00 Neutral BBI 1-3  

• A great earthy, nude shade… perfect for a soft, natural look. Can be used on both warm
and cool complex-ions. Naked is the lightest of the Neutral Series

• Deepen with any other Earthy shade. Brighten any shade with a few drops and can also
be used to soften any of the other shades..

200 Nearly Nude  $30.00 Neutral  

• A natural lip shade that can be used straight, warmed up with New Pumpkin or Pumpkin.
• Can be added to other shades to create a soft, muted effect.
• If color heals too warm, eliminate or use less New Pumpkin or Pumpkin.
• If color heals too cool, use more New Pumpkin or Pumpkin.

Warm Pigments 
340 Cayenne  $30.00 Warm Neutral  

• Intense, deep shade. Use with caution!
• Add to Peach, Nearly Nude, Rose, Carribbean Pink, or Mauvelous to deepen them.
• Add New Pumpkin or Pumpkin to prevent bluing.
• If color heals too cool: lessen the amount of Cayenne and increase

the New Pumpkin or Pumpkin.

260 Peach  $30.00 Warm Neutral   
• Peach is a neutral shade that flatters most women. Lighten with Nearly Nude or Naked.
• Soften with Apricot Creme. Add 1 to 5 drops of Pumpkin to prevent bluing.
• If color heals too warm: eliminate or reduce Pumpkin
• If color heals too cool: add more Pumpkin.

270 Apricot Crème  $30.00 Warm Neutral 
• Great shade for fair blondes and older women with warm complexions.
• If color heals too cool: add 1 to 3 drops of Pumpkin

512 Lovers Coral  $30.00 BBI 1-3 
• A great Coral that can be used on both warm and cool complexions.

Tropical Series 
508 Hibiscus  $30.00 Cool & Cool Neutral BBI 1-4 

• a bright magenta pink that works well on complexions ranging from fair to olive.
• Can also be added to the Roses and Reds to brighten them.

511 Caribbean Pink  $30.00 BBI 1-4 
• A tropical pink (deeper than Hibiscus) with a hint of magenta that works well on

complexions ranging from fair to olive.
• Can be mixed with Hibiscus to brighten, Java Mauve or Brown Sugar to deepen, Vintage

Rose to make it a bit more quiet in tone.
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Rose & Red Lip Shades 
505 Vintage Rose  $30.00 BBI 1-3  
• A gently muted Rose shade but heals with intensity and depth.
• This shade looks fabulous on cool complexions as well as fairer warm skin tones.
• Easily darkened with Java Mauve or Burnt Rose.
• Create a deeper nude (neutral) shade with a few drops of Brown Sugar.
504 Pomegranate  $30.00 Cool & Cool Neutral BBI 1-3  
• A deeper, bolder red than Red Stiletto with the slightest dash of pink.
• Extraordinarily flattering on cool and olive skin tones.

501 Rosa Red  $30.00 Cool & Cool Neutral BBI 1-3  
• A bright pinkish red that can be used on both warm and cool complexions.

Pink Lip Shades 
513 In The Pink  $30.00 . BBI 1-3  
• A gorgeous pink that can be used on both warm and cool complexions.

Mauve Lip Shades 
220 Mauve-lous  $30.00 Cool Neutral Fitzpatrick 1-4  
• A browny-mauve. Darken with Merlot or lighten with Nearly Nude or Rosé.
• Add Pumpkin to reduce any chance of bluing
• If color heals too cool: increase the New Pumpkin or Pumpkin

330 Merlot  $30.00 Cool Fitzpatrick 1-4  
• Deep Mauve
• Do not use straight! Use in drops only to deepen color.
• If color heals too cool: increase the Pumpkin

Warm 
Corrective Lip Color
 125 Pumpkin  $30.00 
• A great orange shade to add for insurance against bluing in lips. Can be

used straight to correct blue lips or black eyebrows.
• If color heals too cool: increase the New Pumpkin or Pumpkin

510 New Pumpkin  $30.00 Warm  
• A very bright pumpkin orange. Add as needed to lip shades to keep lip colors true and

prevent them from healing too cool or blue. The bluer the natural lip
color, the more New Pumpkin you will need to add.

Cool & Cool 
Neutral
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Eyeliner Pigments 
 

399 Safari  $30.00 Neutral 
• A soft, neutral green that compliments every eye shade and every complexion.
• When Onyx or Rainforest are too strong or dark, especially for bottom eyeliner, Safari is

a great pick. Stay away from browns on bottom lids since they can create a pinkish rim
or “Rabbit Eye” and go with Rainforest or Safari.

410 Palm  $30.00 Neutral 
• Palm is a bit greener and bolder than Rainforest.
• Palm can be darkened with a few drops of Onyx or softened with Rainforest to create a bolder mossy green.

403 Purple Rain  $30.00 
• A vibrant, beautiful purple eyeliner shade that works great with brown eyes.
• Also works well on Asian and Mediterranean skin tones.
• Deepen this shade with a drop of Onyx Black.

405 In The Navy  $30.00 
• A great color for hazel and blue eyes.
• To create a deeper In the Navy just add one drop of Onyx Black.
• If color heals too cool: increase the New Pumpkin or Pumpkin

400 Rainforest  $30.00 
• Rainforest is a fabulous alternative to brown eyeliner, which makes the mucosa

around the eyes appear pinkish.
• Rainforest is gorgeous and looks beautiful on both warm and cool complexions.

445 Flagstone  $30.00 
• Flagstone is a charcoal gray color that is great for silver-hair women or fair, cool blondes.

460 Almost Black  $30.00 
• Almost Black is a brown black that tends to heal as a soft black.

401 Midnight Plum  $30.00 
• A great gray purple color especially with hazel, green and brown eyes.
• Also works as a beautiful lower eyeliner when creating a smudgy effect.
• Midnight Plum will heal a light purple slate.
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402 Black Noir  $30.00 Cool Neutral
• Although it is a thinner formulation, it is our blackest black and most popular eyeliner. It

slips easily into the skin very easily. Due to a warmer base, it tends to heal deeper and
will be less blue

• Longevity is greatly improved with Black Noir

403 Onyx Black  $30.00 Cool Neutral 
• A softer black with a strong blue undertone. Great for blue eyes and on Fitzpatrick 1 and 2.

156 Onyx Black C  $36.00 Cool Neutral 
• Onyx C is straight carbon. If using straight, use only between lashes on upper eyelids.
• It slips easily into this area and heals very dark – it will provide a beautiful frame for the eye.
• You can add a drop to Black Noir to deepen it.
Notes of Caution:
This product is carbon black. Migration risks are higher with carbon black. Do not
use straight on actual eyelids, both upper and lower lids.

Do not use with any needle group smaller than a 3-liner. Again…  Use extreme caution 

   Onyx CI  $30.00 Cool Neutral 
• Onyx CI is a half and half combination of Carbon and Iron Oxide. It must be used with

caution since it has Carbon in the formula. Avoid needles smaller and finer than 3-
liner and use caution with your depth

Camouflage Colors 
 

482 Buff  $30.00 Warm Base 
• Slightly darker than Warm Beige and has more Beige and Gold tones.
• Great for Fitzpartick 2-3

497 Cool Beige  $30.00 Cool Base 
• This is a light taupe shade that has a very cool base.
• Great for Fitzpatrick 1-3

468 Light Beige  $30.00 Neutral Base 
• The lightest of our camouflage colors. Hints of Peach and Gold.
• Great used straight or blended together for a perfect match.
• Great for Fitzpatrick 1-2

480 Warm Beige  $30.00 Cool Base
• Slightly darker than Light Beige and has more peach tones
• Great for Fitzpatrick 1-2

157    
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Areola Pigments 
 

Face Inks features 12 beautiful gamma sterile areola colors. These colors are rich and dense with very high 
particle per million (PPM) which allows for greater saturation and retention color.  
160   Areola #1  $30.00  
• F or the Fairest Fitzpatrick 1 or to lighten a formula

161   Areola #2  $30.00  
• When working on a Fitzpatrick 1, I usually mix with Areola 6

162   Areola #2A  $30.00 
• When working on a Fitzpatrick 1-3 (Neutral). Use straight or darken with Areola 5 for a

more pink tone, add Areola 4 for a deeper warmer tone or Areola 7 for a more
brown tone. NEW!!

163   Areola #3  $30.00  
• When working on a Fitzpatrick 2, I usually mix with Areola 6

164   Areola #4  $30.00  
• When working on a Fitzpatrick 3, I usually mix with Areola 6

165   Areola #5  $30.00  
• When working on a Fitzpatrick 3, I usually mix with Areola 6

166   Areola #6  $30.00  
• A must have color. A perfect color base to mix other colors with For example, I mix it

with Areola #3 for a warm, natural areola. It can also be used alone for light beige
brown.

167   Areola #6A  $30.00   
• Place on skin and allow it to fully dry. Notice it dries with more pink and brown tones making it

deeper and cooler than 6 for more depth of color.
Used straight for a beautiful areola color or mix with other shades.  NEW!!

168   Areola #7  $30.00  
• When working on a Fitzpatrick 4, I usually mix with Areola 6

169   Areola #8  $30.00  
• A warm dark tone used on Fitzpatrick 3 - 5

170   Areola #9  $30.00  
• A cool dark tone can be used on Fitzpatrick 5-6.

171   Areola #10  $30.00  
• Our darkest areola color use only on Fitzpatrick 5-6.
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NEW Organic Pigments 
176 Indigo $35.00 � 
• ORGANIC beautiful deep purple. It will be a great color for a double liner.

178 Lapis $35.00 � 
• ORGANIC deep, strong blue that is much more vibrant than In the Navy.

**If you want to deepen up your Indigo, or your Lapis you can use your Onyx Black, 
Onyx Black C, or Onyx Black Cl, just keep in mind that if you use Onyx Black C you will 
have to add a small amount since this color is a carbon black base and is much stronger. 

177 Innocent $35.00 �
• ORGANIC lip shade. It is a light Coral with hints of beautiful pink.

• You can add a small amount of Pumpkin to reduce the coolness.

• Caution is advised not to add too much of the Pumpkin as this can produce too much warmth.

180 Nectar $35.00 � 

• ORGANIC lip shade. It is a light, delicious, warm color and can be used on its own or

could be mixed with any other lip color as well.

Beau Ink Away 
$25 

Is our Brand-New Saline Gel Remover. No more mixing and stirring! Our all-natural, thickened, formula has 
been developed for easier use in removing permanent cosmetics. We suggest using a small needle group (3-
liner) and apply pointillism, as opposed to dragging the needle across the area. This gives the best results 
with the least trauma. 

Beau Inks 
Pigment Seal 

$23 

Is another new product that enhances your procedures by nourishing, and moisturizing the skin for better 
color retention. It is PH Balanced, hypoallergenic, cruelty free, non-comedogenic, vegan and silicone free. 
Just pour into a large ink cap and wipe over with a Q-tip after every pass to clean and nourish. At the end 
of the procedure, apply again and leave on. 




